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Abstract: Arabic is a Semitic language that is rich in its morphology. Arabic has very 
numerous and complex morphological rules. Arabic morphological analysis 
has gained the focus of Arabic natural language processing research for a long 
time in order to achieve the automated understanding of Arabic. With the 
recent technological advances, Arabic natural language generation has 
received attentions in order to allow for a room for wider applications such as 
machine translation. For machine translation systems that support a large 
number of languages, interlingua-based machine translation approaches are 
particularly attractive. In this paper, we report our attempt at developing a 
rule-based Arabic morphological generator for task-oriented interlingua-based 
spoken dialogues. Examples of morphological generation results from the 
Arabic morphological generator will be given and will illustrate how the 
system works. Nevertheless, we will discuss the issues related to the 
morphological generation of Arabic words from an interlingua representation, 
and present how we have handled them. 
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1. Introduction 

Arabic is morphologically rich language in which a single inflected word may 
correspond to a full sentence, (e.g. "î ii»̂ ua"—i heard you). Arabic morphological 
analysis has gained the focus of Arabic natural language processing research for a 
long time in order to achieve the automated understanding of Arabic [8]. On the 
other hand, Arabic morphological generation has received little attention in spite of 
the fact that the types of generation problems can be as complex as those of the 
analysis [4], 

The basic principle of morphological generation is to get inflected forms from a root 
and a set of features (lexical category and morphological properties). Generally, 
there are two categories of approaches to developing an Arabic morphological 
generator: approaches that use finite-state transducers (FSTs) and approaches that 
use rule-based transformations. 

FSTs, such as the one described in [1], are limited to applications that are heavily 
dependent on morphological generation because the lexical and surface levels are 
very close. On the contrary, the rule-based transformation approach allows to 
morphologically generate an Arabic inflected word from the input which is usually a 
root with a specified feature list. This approach has been used by [3] [4]. The former 
is a prototype that is restricted in its coverage. The later follows the approach of [2] 
in that morphotactics and orthographic rules are buih directly into the lexicon itself. 
Our approach is rule-based that uses general transformational rules to address the 
issue of generating inflected Arabic words in various prefix/suffix contexts. Unlike 
[4], we use general computational rules that interact to realize the output. The 
advantages of our approach are that it is easy to incorporate domain knowledge and 
heuristic rules. 

In applications such as interlingua-based machine translation, Arabic morphological 
generation is an important issue for generating inflected Arabic word forms from 
semantic representation. This has led us to design and implement an Arabic 
morphological generator using Prolog. The Arabic word is represented as a feature 
structure (FS), a Prolog term, which is handled through unification during the 
morphological generation process. The morphological generator described here has 
also successfully been used in other natural language processing applications such as 
Arabic audio indexing [7] and intelligent computer assisted language learning for 
Arabic [6]. 

The Arabic generation approach described in this research is developed primarily 
within the framework of the NESPOLE! (NEgotiating through SPOken Language in 
E-commerce) multilingual speech-to-speech MT project. The goal of NESPOLE! is 
to provide speech-translation for common users engaged in real-world e-commerce 
applications for travel and tourism domain. There are six languages in NESPOLE, 
English, French, Italian, German, Japanese, and Korean. Arabic will be the seventh 
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in this family. The Arabic morphological generator has been developed using the 
interlingua in Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) machine translation' and is 
compatible with the NESPOLE! interlingua specification". 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: description of the interlingua 
representation is summarized in section 2. This is followed by introducing the 
Arabic morphological generator in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, we discuss the set 
of important issues that we encountered during the design and implementation of the 
system. Finally, a conclusion and recommendations for further enhancements are 
given in section 5. 

2. The Description of Interlingua 

The NESPOLE! translation system [5] is designed to provide human-to-human 
speech-to-speech machine translation using an interlingua-based approach similar to 
that used in the JANUS system [9]. The domain addressed in NESPOLE! is the 
travel planning, a task-oriented domain. The NESPOLE machine translation project 
uses an interlingua representation called Interchange Format (IF), which is based on 
speaker intention rather than literal meaning. The IF defines a shallow semantic 
representation for task-oriented utterances that abstracts away from language-
specific syntax and idiosyncrasies while capturing the meaning of the input. IF is 
based on a set of domain actions (DA) with parametric arguments. Each DA has up 
to four components: the speech act, the concepts, the arguments, and a speaker tag. 
Plus sign separate speech acts from the concepts and concepts from each other. In 
general, each DA has a speaker tag and at least one speech act optionally followed 
by string of concepts and optionally, a string of arguments. DAs can be roughly 
characterized as follows: 

Speaker: speech act + concept* arguments* 
1. a:on the twelfth we have a single and a double available. 

a: give-information+availability+room (provider=we, 
room-type= (operator=conjunct,[(single_room, 
quantity=plural),(double_room, quantity=plural)], 
time=(iTid=12)) 

2. a:and vve+U see you on February twelfth. 
a: greeting(conjunction= discourse, greeting=goodbye, 
to-whom = we, time = (month=2, iTid = 12)) 

See Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) web site for NESPOLE, iitip:..7vvwvv.is.cs.cii-iLi.edu/iiespoie 
^ See interlingua specification for NESPOLE project, 

liltB://www.is.cs.cmu.edn/nespole/dl)/spccificati»n.htinl 
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3. c:thank you very much 
c: thank 

In example (1) the speech act is give-information, the concepts are 
a v a i l a b i l i t y and room and the arguments are t ime and room- type . The 
possible arguments of DA are determined by inheritance through a hierarchy of 
speech acts and concepts. In this case t i m e is an argument of a v a i l a b i l i t y and 
room- type is an argument of room. Example (2) shows a DA which consists of 
speech act with no concepts attached to it. The argument time is inherited from the 
speech act g r e e t i n g . Finally, Example (3) demonstrates a case of DA which 
contains neither concepts nor arguments. 

3. The Arabic Morphological Generator 

Arabic morphological generation is an important issue for generating inflected 
Arabic word forms from semantic representation. 

3.1 The Lexicon 

An Arabic lexicon was needed to successfully implement the morphological 
generator. In our approach, we shall consider four basic morphological categories 
for Arabic—noun, verb, and particle— each with a different set of features. The 
Arabic word is represented as a FS. We differentiate among three lexical entries: 
noun, verb, and particle. 

The lexicon entry is implemented as a Prolog fact, i.e. lex/2. The first argument is 
the Arabic stem and the second argument is the Arabic word FS written as a Prolog 
list. The following describes the forms of the lexicon entry: 
1. Nouns: A noun has the following form: 

lex('Arabic-noun'.[Stem,Category,Gencler,Nurnber,Sub_Cat,Case, 
Irrgularjilural]). Where: 

stera:'Arabic-noun' 
cat:noun 
gender:feminine/mascuiine/neuter 

• number:singular/dual/plural 
sub_cat:demonstrative/properjioun/common_noun/ 
adverb/adjective/question/..., 
definition:yes/no 
case:nomnative/accusative/genitive/... 

• irr_pl:'Broken_pl_form' 
Examples: 
• lex('»jWi',[stem:''OM',cat:noun,gender:feminine,number:sg, 

sub_cat:coiTOTion_noun, definition;no,case;nom,irr_pl:[]]). 
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• lex('̂ -ij '̂,[stem:''-4i '̂,cat:noun,gender;masculine,number:sg, 
sub_cat;common_noun, definition:no,case:nom,irrjl:[]]). 

.2 Verbs: A verb has the following form: 
Iex('Arabic-verb',[SteiTi,Category,Gender,NuiTiber,Tense,Case,Sub_Cat,Irregular_past]). 
Where 

stem:'Arabic-verb' 
cat'.verb 
gender; feminine/masculine 
number: singular/dual/plural 

• tense:past/present/future 
case:nominative/accusative/... 
sub_cat:intrans/trans/sentence 

• irr_past:'Past_Form' 
Examples: 
o iex('-i>i»ii',[stem:'-W=il 

',cat:verb,gender:masculine,number:sg,tense;present,case: 
nom,sub_cat;intrans, irrjast;[]]). 

• lex('sJ^j'',[stem:'̂ T^j'' 
',cat:verb,gender:masculine,number:sg,tense:present,case:n 
om,sub_cat:sentence, irrjast;[]]), 

,3 Particles: A particle has the following form: 
lex('Arabic-word',[Stem,Categor,Sub_Cat]). Where 

stem:'Arabicnoun' 
cat:particle 

• sub_cat:conJunct/preposition.,. 
Examples: 
• lex{'j',[stem:'j',cat:particie, sub_cat:conJunct]). 

lex('iJ',[stem;'J',cat;particle, sub_cat;preposition]). 

3.2 Morphological Features in the Interlingua Representation 

In the specificatioti of IF, there are some argument-value pairs which encode the 
deep semantic of the intended inflected words in the target language. They are 
morphological features that can be used to generate inflected Arabic word forms 
from these features. These arguments include: 
• o b j e c t - s p e c = p r o n o u n , In IF representation, this expression is used to 

indicate a third person pronoun (e.g. 'A^U^I'—I need it). The generation of this 
pronoun depends on the gender and number of the Arabic stem. 

• i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y = y e s / n o , indicates the definiteness of a lexeme (e.g. 
'2^jj>li AijiJi'—the double room ). Other values include n o n - d i s t a n t 
demonstrative (this— ' M ^ J ^ »J'^V' f^'') and d i s t a n t demonstrative (that— ' f̂ i 
iAxil SjUivt'). 

• s e x = m a l e / f emale, indicates the gender of a lexeme (e.g. '^jj '—wife). 
• whose=i /we/you/ . . . , indicates a possessor (e.g.'ts^jj'—my wife). 
• q u a n t i t y = a l l / e n t i r e / m a n y / r a u c h / s o m e / b o t h , indicates quantity and 

quantifier (e.g. 'A^JJ>1! ^jkl\ JS'—all double rooms). 
• q u a n t i t y = p l u r a l / i n t e g e r , indicates quantity (e.g. 'ij^'—two nights). 
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• o b j e c t - r e f = a n y , indicates quantifier (e.g. '^LkoAji'—any restaurants). 
• e - t i m e = f o l l o w i n g / p r e v i o u s , indicates tense and in some cases it 

indicates verb "to be" (e.g. 'J-=i^'—we will arrive). 
• to-whom=i/we indicates first person pronoun such as "yeh el Khetab" (e.g. 

V->^''—tell me). 

3.3 Morphological Generation Rules 

A morphological generation rule takes a morphological feature-value pair to be 
applied and an Arabic word FS, retrieved from the lexicon, as input. Then it applies 
the required morphological generation action to update the current inflected Arabic 
word FS being constructed to reflect this change. Morphological generation rules 
can be classified into rules that are responsible for: synthesis of inflected noun, 
synthesis of inflected verb, and Synthesis of inflected particle. 

Rules for synthesis of inflected noun. Rules for synthesis of inflected Arabic nouns 
are provided to define noun, feminize noun, pluralize noun, dualize noun, and 
conjugate a pronoun. Figure 1 shows an example of a noun synthesis rule that 
defines an Arabic noun. This rule ensures that the noun is not a proper noun, applies 
the addition of the prefix definition article to the noun, (possibly, a compound noun), 
then updates the Arabic word FS with then new value of the stem and the definition 
features. 

rule: synthesize defined noun 
input: Noun or adjective 
output: defined noun or adjective 
Example: 'AK '̂ - iî iJiJl - 4JJ.J:I j-Jt ^jjili 

If noun.sub_cat = proper_noun 
Then return 
elseadd_prefix(noun.steiTi,"<Jl") 

Figure 1. An example of morphological generation rule for defining a noun 

Rules for synthesis of inflected verb. Rules for synthesis of inflected Arabic verbs 
are provided to conjugate the verb form with regard to tense, number, and affix 
pronoun. Figure 2 shows an example of a rule for synthesizing a plural form of a 
verb. This rule conjugates with regard to the tense the number for the verb that may 
follow the first person pronoun 'we' ( 'L>J')I or similar expressions, e.g. (' j iJ' 
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rule: synthesize plural verb 
input: verb 
output: pluralized verb 
Eampie: lJi>=.V - ̂ jWimi - ̂ l'i-.i.a 

If verb.tense = future 
then replacejrefixC'u"","'^") 
else if verb.tense = present 

then replace_prefix(verb.stem."u","^") 
else add_suffix(verb.stem,">J") 

Figure 2. An example of morphological generation rule for synthesizing a plural form of a 
verb 

Rules for synthesis of inflected particle. Rules for synthesis of inflected Arabic 
particle are provided to conjugate a particle with suffix pronoun. Figure 3 shows an 
example of a rule for synthesizing a particle suffix form. This rule conjugates the 
First person suffix pronoun 'cf' 'yeh' to the particle that connects two verbs. 

rule: synthesize suffixed pronoun 
input: pronoun 
output: noun suffixed with connected pronoun 
Example; i^' - Ijj' 

If Pronoun.number = sg AND 
Pronoun.person = first 

then add_suffix(particle.stem,"<^") 
else Pronoun.number = pi AND 

Pronoun.person = first 
then add_suffix(particle.stem,"U") 

Figure 3. An example of morphological generation rule for synthesizing a suffix pronoun 
form of a particle 

3.4 Morphological Generation Examples 

Table 1 shows some examples of the Arabic morphological generation results that 
are produced form running the morphological generator on the input FSs to get the 
target inflected Arabic words. These examples illustrate how the inflectional 
morphology can make use of morphological features. 
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Table 1, Examples of generating inflected Arabic words from a stem and its morphological 
features. 

Input 

[...[...'ejj'...],'sex-,female, 'whose=', [... 'IJ''...] ,..] 

[...[...'^ji'...],'whose=',[... 'ciJi'...] ...] 

[•••[•••'E'-^''---]5 'e-time=', following, 'object-
spec-.pronoun ...] 

[...[...'S!jj'...],'object-spec=', pronoun ...] 

[...['e-time=',following] ...] 

[...[...'>^i'...],['e-time=', previous]..,] 

[.,.[...'J^i'...],'to-whom=',[,.. 'Ui'.,.] ...] 

[.,.[.,.'j^t'.,.];to-whom=',[... 'cd'...] .,.] 

[...['operator=[... 'j'],[[[...'• j^i'..,],'whose=',[... 'iji 

[...[,..'ui'...],'whose=', [... 'Ui'.,,] ,,,] 

[...[...''Mii"2^1 jj'...],'whose-, [.,. '6=^'...] ...] 

Inflected word Output 

[ . . . [ . . . '^jj ' , . . ] . , . ] 

[.,,[,,,'^jfe',,.],,,] 

[,,.[...'l^^lIi^U',,.],,,] 

[...[...'l«j)j'..,]...] 

[ , , . [ . , . 'OJSU., , ] . , . ] 

[,..[...'3^'...]...] 

[...[...'c^-i'...]...] 
[,,,[.,,'<iU^I',..],,,] 

[...[...'Ui'...],[,.,'j'..,] [...'^j-i 

'. , .]. . .] 

[...[...'^i'...]...] 
F.. . f... ' ' ^ j l t ^ l iJb^-ai j j ' . , . ] . , , 1 

4. Issues and Problems 

In this section, we will discuss issues related to the generation of Arabic text from an 
interlingua representation, and present how we have handled them. These issues 
have arisen when we were integrating the Arabic morphological generator with the 
Arabic generator module of the machine translation system. 

4.1 Issues Related to Definite Nouns 

The argument i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y = has two values that can be used as 
morphological features (yes to indicate definite noun and no to indicate indefinite 
noun). Another value is n o n - d i s t a n t that is used to indicate a demonstrative 
noun. They are mutually exclusive such that we cannot get a case where a noun is 
modified by a demonstrative and is also definite (i.e. substitution form). We found 
the substitution form is always the case with demonstratives. We solved this 
problem by assuming that the noun that the demonstrative modifies is definite with 
the article. 

Numbers that are values of the argument q u a n t i t y = indicates a number 
associated with a counted name—a value of the parent argument. Although we 
generate definite numbers in Arabic we cannot have this form because the IF 
specification of the argument q u a n t i t y = does not have i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y = 
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as a subargument. This problem is so specific to Arabic that we cannot generate 
definite numbers. 

4.2 Issues Related to Numbers and Counted Nouns 

Number-counted noun expression is governed by a set of complex rules for 
determining the gender, defmiteness, and case markings. The markings of numbers 
depend on the occurrence of the number within the sentence. 
• The number 'one', agreement is as expected, but there may be a reversal of word 

order (e.g. '-^b 0-='^' (oneperson) and '5.̂ 3.1 j AU' (one night)). 
• The number 'two' is expressed by the dual of the noun (e.g. 'ai'"'^'""—o' • ^^'"' 

(two person) and 'oi^—0^' (two nights)). 
• Numbers 'three' through 'ten' require the counted noun to be plural and the 

gender of the number to be the opposite of the gender of the singular noun. For 
example: o'^^ (five, masculine) ciiji^ (plural of ^ 'year', feminine) but ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
(five, feminine) -̂i=-Û  (plural of ^-i^^ 'museum', masculine). 

• Compound numbers 'eleven' and 'twelve' require a singular counted noun in the 
indefinite accusative and agrees in the gender with the counted noun. 

• Compound numbers 'thirteen' through 'nineteen' require a singular counted noun 
in the indefinite accusative. They also require the gender of the first part of the 
number to be the opposite of the gender of the counted noun and gender of the 
second part agrees with counted noun. 

• Decades (Numbers '20' through '90', and hundred, thousand, etc.) require a 
singular counted noun in the indefinite accusative and the number to be sound 
masculine plural. 
Conjunction of numbers (units, tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.) follows the above 
rules and the individual numbers are separated by the conjunction particle waw 

Agreement decisions are made in the generator to synthesis the correct form of the 
numbers and their counted nouns. 

Another issue is the mapping of ordinal numbers (first, second, etc.) and cardinal 
numbers (one, two, etc.). These depend on argument-value mapping. For example, 
the value of the argument hours= is mapped to a cardinal number and the value of 
the argument md= is mapped to an ordinal number. 

your room wi l l be a v a i l a b l e a t eleven o 'c lock 
a:give-information+feature+room (e-t ime=following, room-
spec=(room, whose=you), fea ture=(modi f ie r=ava i lab le ) , 
t ime=(s ta r t - t ime=clock=(hours=2) ) ) ) 

I and my wife w i l l be a r r i v i n g February e leventh 
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c : g i v e - i n f o r m a t i o n + a r r i v a l ( w h o = ( o p e r a t o r = c o n j u n c t , [ i , ( s p o u s e , 

s e x = f e m a l e , w h o s e = I ) ] ) , e - t i m e = f o l l o w i n g , t ime=(n ion th=2 ,md=l l ) ) 

4.3 Issues Related to Arabic script 

During inflectional morphology some letters of Arabic changes into other 
forms for example: 
• The Alef letter (''') of the definite article ' J ' is dropped when used with 

preposition 'J ' . For example, using ' J ' with 'JiiJl' produces 'Jii:^'. 
• The Hamza letter is changed to other forms during the morphological generation 

of the inflected word. For example, the use of Yeh ('cs') El-Khetab pronoun with 
the broken plural 'fSUj' should produce ' t r ' ^ j ' instead o f ' i j » ^ j ' 

• The feminine Teh ('»') is change into C'^') when a suffix is attached to it. For 
example, the dual of'<3jfc' is 'uf^J^-iP^J^'• 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we described the development of a novel Arabic morphological 
generator. The morphological generator is implemented in SICStus Prolog and takes 
the advantage of Prolog's built-in term-unification. The morphological generator 
follows the rule-based approach. The advantages of this approach are that it is easy 
to incorporate domain knowledge and heuristic rules into the linguistic knowledge 
which provide highly accurate generations that represents a speaker's intention for 
each semantic segment. We have separately evaluated our Arabic morphological 
generator and the results were satisfactory. We have discussed the problems 
encountered in the generation of inflected Arabic words from the interlingua 
representation used in NESPOLE!. For these problems we have described how we 
handled them. Our morphological generator has also successfully been used in other 
natural language processing applications such as Arabic audio indexing and 
intelligent computer-assisted language learning for Arabic. 

Future work will include extending the Arabic morphological generator to colloquial 
dialects of Arabic. Another interesting challenge would be to introduce diacritics 
into the lexicon. Text in Arabic is generally written without the diacritics (or vowels) 
and these are sometimes essential for the disambiguation of words. 
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